Double ventricular responses during extrastimulation of atrioventricular nodal reentrant tachycardia.
In patients with dual atrioventricular (AV) nodal pathways, double ventricular responses to a single atrial depolarization have been shown to occur, but virtually only during atrial pacing in sinus rhythm. We report on a patient with a slow-fast form of AV nodal reentrant tachycardia who exhibited double ventricular responses following extrastimulation during AV nodal reentrant tachycardia. The phenomenon of double ventricular responses during the tachycardia was demonstrated by extrastimulation from the proximal coronary sinus. Retrograde unidirectional block in the slow pathway, and an anterograde effective refractory period that was shorter in the fast pathway than that in the slow pathway, are suggested.